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This booklet was prepared orig-

inally under the auspices of a certain

influential group of foreigners in North
China. Before it was finally off the

press, however, the fears of many of

its sponsors for their own personal and
business interests led them to suppress

the work except for private circulation.

But to others in North China, possessed
of fewer worldly goods but more cour-

age, it seemed that this resume of the

situation is too valuable not to have a

considerable circulation. So on our
own responsibility we have had addi-
tional copies published ; first, taking
care to delete all references to the

identity of the original sponsors; and
second, taking this means of acknowl-
edging credit for the work.
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FOREWORD
In English speaking countries, public

opinion is more and more directing

diplomacy. Hence this organization

of Americans and Britons of long res-

idence in China offers this booklet in

the hope that it may be of value
toward influencing the march of events.

The statement of facts which it con-

tains and the consequences to which
those facts lead are here brought to

general notice by no means for the first

time. Most of them have been stated

time and time again by writers of note

and ability. But “of the making of

books there is no end,” and during the

period of the Great War we fear that

relatively few persons read many of

the able presentations of the Far East-

ern Question. Then, too, it is inev-

itable that much which has been read
has been received with some degree of

incredulity. A great deal has doubt-
less been discounted as the personal
opinion of irresponsible publicists, as

paid propaganda, or again as mere
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political difference accentuated by
biased presentation. It is hoped that

by the facts and conclusions recited

hereunder this tendency to discount the

gravity of the Far Eastern situation will

be counteracted. It is hoped also that

the number and character of our mem-
ship is sufficient to guarantee to the

hurried man of affairs that it is worth
while to study the situation and to form
an opinion upon which he and his asso-

!ciates will act. To assist him to this

end we have culled from the great field

of material only the most elementary
principles and palpable facts for his

attention. The general literature on
the subject is voluminous. Those who
become interested and wish more facts

will have no difficulty in securing an
abundance from the files on the shelves

of any public library.

It is with profound regret that we
appear in this attitude of unfriendly
suspicion toward an ally in the still

recent defense against ruthless aggres-
sion upon human rights. There are
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not many of us who have not in the

recent past felt a very warm admira-
tion for Japan’s pluck, resourcefulness,

and progressive spirit. Perhaps it is

not too much to say that we all still

feel certain that most of those individ-

uals who have had most to do in lead-

ing Japan along the paths of modern
success and international friendship

are still hard at work in an endeavor to

further the interests of peace and hu-

manity at the same time that they fur-

ther the interests of their own people.

But we have observed with chagrin

how one after another of these has
been driven from public life or forced

to sit silent while brutal militarism, a

reactionary militarism, a militarism

hostile to the development of the or-

dinary common people of Japan, has
dictated national policy. And it is in

no small part our thought that in pre-

senting our views upon the Far Eastern
problem we shall be aiding the real

leaders of modern Japan and be con-
tributing to an increase of freedom and
prosperity for the Japanese people.
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CHAPTER I

Japan’s Treaty relations with her

big neighbors were inaugurated only in

1871—that is, nearly thirty years after

the British Treaty of Nanking had
opened China to the world and enabled

the trading nations of the West to con-

duct business on a basis of settled rules.

The period succeeding the Perry

Elxpedition (1853-54) had been a fiery

one for Japan and not until the over-

throw of the Shogunate and the Res-
toration of the Emperor in 1868 was
she able to turn to international

business.

The text of her first treaty with
China makes exceedingly curious read-
ing today: it throws a flood of light not
only on the centuries which had passed
with the two countries completely shut
off from each other, but on the new
attitude in which they greeted one
another.

This footing was one of equality

—
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an equality brought about because the

gunfire of western countries had
smashed the seclusion of both countries

and made any question of a mere cere-

monial relationship—with China still

claiming a cultural suzerainty—quite

impossible. The last important docu-
ment which had passed between the

two Courts prior to 1871 had been the

Letter of Investiture sent by the Ming
Emperor to Hideyoshi after his great

Korean invasion of the seventeenth
century, which Japanese schoolboys
are even now taught was torn to shreds
by their great warrior, although it is

still on file in Tokyo. With the Man-
chu Dynasty Japan had never had any
relations whatsoever. Armed neutral-

ity best describes the posture of both
countries. The Manchu had greatly

irritated the Japanese by not only car-

rying out the conquest of Korea prior

to their seizure of the Dragon Throne
of Peking in 1 644 but because they

forced the Korean King in capitulating

in 1637 to sign a Treaty admitting
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Manchu suzerainty. A table com-
memorating this event was set up out-

side Seoul and only pulled down after

the Chino-Japanese War of 1 894. The
Koreans as a mark of approbation for

their prompt submission had been ex-

cused from wearing the Manchu queue
and allowed to retain the Ming head-
dress, which they wear to this day. But
—significantly—the year after this

Manchu conquest the Shogun of Japan
likewise excused Korea from paying
the tribute which had been re-estab-

lished in 1624 by the action of the

famous lyemitsu, because of the im-
poverishment brought about by the

Manchu ravages, and it was nominally
the refusal of the Koreans to revive

this practice which in the nineteenth

century brought Japanese warships to

the Hermit Kingdom and raised the

Korean question.

Korea was thus from the very be-

ginning in the anomalous position of

being a subject state of China and a

vassal of Japan. The chief bone of
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contention between the Courts of

Peking and Tokyo had therefore

always existed.

The Treaty of 1871 negotiated by
Li Hung Chang and Count Date shows
clearly that neither Power was pre-

pared to deal with this matter and that

both looked upon time as their best

ally. Article 1 contains the significant

phrase that “the countries subject to

each State shall treat each other with
respect and shall commit no acts of

hostility towards each other.” But
which are these countries? The Treaty
is silent—not one word of explanation
is vouchsafed. And we are thus led to

the conviction that as has happened
ever since in the history of Eastern
Asia, the interpretation of the Treaty
rather than the actual text was the im-
portant thing—which indeed is the

head and front of Japan’s offending
during forty years of diplomacy.

Regarding one matter, however,
this first Convention is not obscure.
Both countries agreed that their con-
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suls should exercise modified extra-

territorial rights— j oint conferences

between officials in the form of mixed
courts being provided for by Article

VIII, so that what Japan had in China,

China likewise enjoyed in Japan. Thus
at the start there was complete political

equality.

Within two years of its signature the

Treaty was rudely tested. No better

illustration can be given of the vital

difference between the two nations

than to recount this affair.

As with Korea so with the Loochoo
Islands. Both Powers were suzerains.

Tribute was first sent to China in 1372
and to Japan in 1451. The Princes of

the Loochoos had also regularly re-

ceived their investiture from the em-
perors of China since the Ming sov-
ereign Yunglo (1430-1425), but on
the other hand the islands had been
conquered in 1 609 by the Prince of

Satsuma and thereafter the Loochoo
rulers likewise received investiture

from the Japanese sovereign and ren-
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dered him homage. When shortly after

the signature of the first Treaty, some
Loochoo islanders were killed by the

head-hunters of Formosa and Japan
demanded redress for the death of her
“subjects,” China made no counter-

claim of suzerainty. Even in the mat-
ter of Formosa the Chinese Court
blundered, a communication being
sent to the Japanese Minister of For-

eign Affairs to the effect that China
claimed no control over the savage
tribes of Eastern Formosa.

The consequence was that in 1874
Japan sent her own punitive expedition

to exact punishment. This instantly

changed the situation. China com-
menced landing troops herself in For-
mosa and there might have been armed
conflict between the two nations had
not friendly Powers intervened. Even-
tually China admitted Japan’s sov-

ereignty in the Loochoos and some-
what tardily reorganized Formosa as

a Chinese province.

For twenty years after that event
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the meeting- place of Japan and China
as in medieval times was solely in

Korea—the whole history of their con-

tact being written in that peninsula.

Japan, after 1871, had not let the grass

grow under her feet. Although as

early as 1868 she had officially in-

formed the Korean Government of the

Restoration of the Emperor and of her

intention to re-establish the intercourse

between the two governments, the

despatch had not been accepted. In

1873, after a vigorous debate, the Jap-
anese Cabinet vetoed a motion to make
war on Korea for her failure in the

matter of vassalage. In 1875 a col-

lision occurred on the Korean coast

between some Japanese sailors and
some Korean soldiery. In 1876 Japan
sent a general with transports full of

troops and was prepared to make war
unless a Treaty was willingly nego-
tiated. Within twenty days a docu-
ment was signed in which Japan ac-

knowledged the independence of

Korea—a mere move in the game
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against China, and a temporizing meas-
ure against the Western Powers who
were now clamoring for trading

privileges.

For America, following the prec-

edent she had set in Japan, had been
attempting to acquire treaty relations

with Korea. In May, 1871, the Amer-
ican Minister to Peking had anchored
off Chemulpo with a squadron and had
had his ships fired upon for his pains.

In 1 880, following other efforts by
European powers, the American effort

had been repeated, equally unsuccess-

fully. But in 1 882 this persistence was
rewarded, and the first Treaty between
Korea and any Western Power was
signed with fitting ceremony by an
American commodore in a temporary
pavilion at Chemulpo.

China, hitherto paying scant atten-

tion to her subject state, had been
forced to take action just as much
because of the Western Powers as

because of Japan. She had advocated
limited treaties with these first,
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although she could do little with the

last. The leaven of foreign things had
resulted in a great stirring in Seoul.

Mob riots occurred in Seoul following

the American treaty, in which a num-
ber of Japanese were killed. China
despatched troops to Seoul to preserve

order. A Japanese force promptly
followed to protect the Japanese Lega-
tion, and the two countries were at

last face to face.

Fiom 1882 to 1885 Korean history

reads like the history of medieval Italy.

Mobs of soldiery attacking and retreat-

ing, arriving and departing, assassinat-

ing and insulting people, go to form
an extraordinary chapter. The situa-

tion became so intolerable that Japan
despatched the late Prince Ito to

Tientsin to settle with Li Hung Chang—and the well-known Li-Ito Treaty
resulted.

In this Treaty both Powers under-
take to evacuate the country and not
to despatch troops without prior no-
tification; but nevertheless a definition
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of the real status of Korea is again

carefully avoided. Thus whilst China
maintained her Imperial Resident in

Seoul as at the capital of a subject

state, Japan kept there her Minister

Plenipotentiary as at the court of an
independent power.

By one of those curious ironies,

America was the only one of the West-
ern Powers that followed this Japanese
example. When the first Korean Mis-

sion reached Washington after the

Treaty of 1 882, the United States in

spite of Chinese protests, had treated

the mission as that of an independent
country and she began by sending a

Minister Plenipotentiary to Seoul. The
rest of the Powers avoided the issue by
commissioning their Plenipotentiaries

to Korea as well as to China, awd thus

the struggle between the two Eastern
rivals went on with the foreign Powers
unable to make up their final attitude.

Ten years passed in this way. But
in 1894, Japan at last feeling herself

strong enough to challenge China,
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being impelled to action because she

had succeeded in inducing one first-

class Power—England—to consent to

the abolition of extraterritoriality, fab-

ricated an excuse by fostering the so-

called Tongku rebellion in Korea.

Within a very few days war was de-

clared. Japan, determined to cancel

all Chinese extraterritorial rights in

Japan and to acquire for herself in

China precisely the same standing as

the Western nations, acted rapidly;

and although her motives appear com-
plex, all led directly to the idea of a
Greater Japan and a Smaller China.

The Treaty of Shimonoseki was the

result of a conflict which might have
terminated differently had there not
been corruption in the Chinese navy
due to Li Hung Chang’s inefflciency as

an organizer. In Article I China rec-

ognizes definitely “the complete inde-

pendence and autonomy of Korea.”
Article VI declared that “the Treaties,

Conventions, and Regulations now
subsisting between China and the
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European Powers shall serve as a basis

for the relations between China and
Japan.’* Although Japan was forced

to give back the Liao-tung Peninsula,

she attained three most important ob-

jectives—European standing in China,

the autonomy of Korea, and the ces-

sion of the island of Formosa.

The expulsion of China from Korea,
however, unmasked a stronger power.
Russia, long seeing Japanese advance,
took China’s “warm water’’ and,

alarmed at the place at the Seoul
Court, and for nine years—until the

war of 1904—successfully thwarted
the plans of the Tokyo Government.
Moreover, in 1896 Russia acquired
valuable railway rights in Manchuria;
in 1898 she leased Port Arthur; in

1900, using the Boxer rising as a pre-

text, she occupied all Manchuria and
her Cossacks watered their horses in

the Yalu. Japan’s work being not only
undone but her existence threatened,

in 1904 she essayed the impossible;

and precisely as she had attacked
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China ten years before—suddenly and
without warning—so now she attacked

Russia.

How the Russo-Japanese war would
have ended had there not been Pres-

ident Roosevelt’s mediation must ever

remain a matter of conjecture. By the

summer of 1905 Japan wsis certciinly

as exhausted as Germany was in the

summer of 1918. But the resource-

fulness of her statesmen was not ex-

hausted and she had the priceless boon
of the friendship of England and
America.

It was in the settlement of this con-
flict—not in the official settlement with
Russia called the Portsmouth Treaty,

but in her dealings with Korea and
China—that Japan first showed to the

modern world the cloven hoof. Korea,
whose independence had been attested

so often, was made a Protectorate and
then ruthlessly annexed by methods
as brutal as those that have shocked
the world during the 1919 rising.

Southern Manchuria could not be
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treated so cavalierly; but no effort was
spared to eject all competitors and
gradually to build up rights which no
Treaty granted. It is indeed in the

post-Russian War period, during the

years 1905 to 1910, that a complete
explanation of Japan’s actions during
the World War is to be read. With no
tradition of diplomacy save that estab-

lished by Hideyoshi and the Shoguns,
under cover of frock coats and top

hats and with the aid of ETuropean
weapons, Japan has acted in obedience
to one principle and only one—to

evolve a Greater Japan and to secure

a Smaller China.

It is this which must always be kept
in view. It is the secret of everything.

And that nothing to hasten the con-
summation of the plan is left to chance
is amply shown in succeeding chapters.
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CHAPTER II

The Record of Japanese Promises in

Asia and Their Portent

[Adapted from an article by James Thayer Addison

in the New Republic, Sept. 17, igig.l

In general, the method by which
Japan has proceeded to impose her

will upon the peoples of the Asia main-
land is to mask her action by a public

declaration of policy. This policy, re-

peated and reiterated, becomes in time

a fixed idea on the part of peoples not

Japanese. Then a series of conditions

are developed which tend in a diamet-
rically opposite direction from the an-

nounced policy.

We shall prove this by the signed
testimony of Japanese government offi-

cials or their authorized representatives.

They alone shall testify. Such a test

will not be quite fair to the rest of the
world, for no nation ever confesses all

of its sins in public. But at least it will

be fair to the Japanese.
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First, consider the history of Korea.

On August 26, 1894, there was
signed a treaty of alliance between
Japan and Korea in which Article 1

states that “the object of the alliance

is to mantain the independence of

Korea on a firm footing and . .

On April 25, 1898, Japan and Russia
signed an agreement. Article I says

“The (two governments) recognize
definitely the sovereignty and entire

independence of Korea and pledge
themselves mutually to abstain from
all direct interference in the internal

affairs of that country.** Four years

later (January 30, 1902) the first

treaty of alliance between Great Brit-

ain and Japan was signed. Article I

affirms that “The High Contracting

Parties, having mutually recognized the

independence of China and of Korea,

declare themselves entirely uninflu-

enced by any aggressive tendencies in

either country.** Eight years later

Japan completely annexed Korea.
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For this final step the following

agreements slowly paved the way. On
February 23, 1904, a protocol signed

by Japan and Korea provided (Article

I) that “The Imperial Government of

Korea shall place full confidence in

the Imperial Government of Japan in

regard to improvements in administra-

tion.” But still (Article 3) Japan re-

asserted that “the Imperial Govern-
ment of Japan definitely guarantees the

independence and territorial integrity

of the Korean Empire.” Despite this

guarantee, however, the second treaty

of alliance between Great Britain and
Japan (August 12, 1905) included

this provision: “Japan possessing para-

mount political, military and eco-

nomic interests in Korea, Great Britain

recognizes the right of Japan to take

such measures ... in Korea . . .

as she may deem proper . .
.” On

November 17, 1905, Korea agreed, in

a convention signed with Japan, that

(Article 1 ) “the Government of Japan
. . . will hereafter have control and
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direction of the external relations and
affairs of Korea . . Another con-

vention between the two countries

(signed on July 24, 1907) made the

further provision that (Article 1 ) “In

all matters relating to the reform of

Korean administration the Korean
government shall receive instructions

and guidance from the (Japanese)
Resident-General,” and that (Article

5) “the Korean government shall ap-
point to be officials of Korea any Jap-
anese subjects recommended by the

Resident-General.” In 1908 Prince

Ito (the Resident-General) declared
publicly that Japan had no intention

of annexing Korea. Finally, on Au-
gust 22, 1910, Japan formally declared
Korea annexed to the dominions of his

Imperial Majesty the Japanese Em-
peror. That is the way Japan kept
her promises with regard to Korea.

The procedure toward China follows

a course almost exactly parallel to that

in Korea. As in the case of Korea,

Japan has signed conventions and
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treaties with Great Britain, France,

Russia, and the United States engaging

to protect the independence and integ-

rity of China. These are as follows:

1. Second Treaty of Alliance with

Great Britain, August 12, 1905.

Preamble: “The Governments of

Great Britain and Japan . . . have
agreed upon the following articles,

which have for their object: . . .

(b) The preservation of the common
interest of all Powers in China by in-

suring the independence and integrity

of the Chinese Empire and the prin-

ciple of equal opportunities for the

commerce and industry of all nations

in China.”

2. Franco-Japanese Arrangement.
June 10, 1907.

“The Governments of Japan and
France, being agreed to respect the

independence and integrity of China,
as well as the principle of equal treat-

ment in that country for the commerce
of subjects or citizens of all nations,

. . . &c.”
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3. Russo-Japanese Convention, July

30, 1907.

Article 8. “The two High Con-
tracting Parties recognize the inde-

pendence and the territorial integrity

of the Empire of China and the prin-

ciple of equal opportunity in whatever
concerns the commerce and industry

of all nations in that empire . . .

4. The “Root-TakahiraAgreement’*—an understanding between the

United States and Japan, November
30, 1908.

Paragraph 8. “The policy of both
governments, uninfluenced by any ag-

gressive tendencies, is directed to . . .

the defense of the principle of equal

opportunity for commerce and industry

in China. . .
.’* Paragraph 4. “They

are also determined to preserve the

common interest of all Powers in China
by supporting by all pacific means at

their disposal the independence and
integrity of China and the principle of

equal opportunity for the commerce
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and industry of all nations in that

Empire.**

5. The Third Treaty of Alliance

between Great Britain and Japan (July

13, 1911) states as one object of the

alliance “the preservation of the com-
mon interests of all the Powers in

China by insuring the independence
and integrity of the Chinese Empire
and the principle of equal opportuni-

ties for the commerce and industry of

all nations in China.**

6. The “Lansing-Ishii Agreement**
the latest understanding between the

United States and Japan. November
2, 1918.

“
. . . The Governments of the

United States and Japan deny that they
have any purpose to infringe in any
way the independence or territorial in-

tegrity of China, and they declare,

furthermore, that they always adhere
to the principle of the so-called ‘Open
Door’ or equal opportunity for com-
merce and industry in China. More-
over, they mutually declare that they
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are opposed to the acquisition by any
government of any special rights or

privileges that would affect the inde-

pendence or territorial integrity of

China or that would deny to the sub-

jects or citizens of any country the

full enjoyment of equal opportunity in

the commerce and industry of China.”

In these documents we see explicit

promises by Japan to four leading
Powers, pledges given during a period
of twelve years. We turn now to see

how these have been kept, citing first

the lesser and then the greater facts.

The nose of the Japanese camel was
insinuated into the Chinese tent at the

very moment that these engagements
were being signed.

Japan signed an agreement with
China on December 22, 1905, by
which China agreed (Article 8) . . .

“that all materials required for the

railways in South Manchuria shall be
exempt from all duties, taxes, and
likin.” The Japanese had just received
from Russia the South Manchuria
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Railway.) Secret protocols added to

this same agreement further provided
that (No. 3) “the Chinese Govern-
ment engage, for the purpose of pro-

tecting the interests of the South Man-
churian Railway, not to construct,

prior to the recovery by them of the

said railway (a date now fixed at 2002
A. D.) any main line in the neighbor-

hood of and parallel to that railway,

or any branch line which might be
prejudicial to the interests of the above
mentioned railway.” No. 8 provided
that “the regulations respecting the

places to be opened in Manchuria shall

be made by China herself, but the

Japanese minister at Peking must be
previously consulted regarding the

matter.”

These requirements of Japan, deny-
ing equality to all nations in Manchuria,
and limiting the independence of

China, were the basis for her protests

of January 31, 1910. The protests

were directed against a plan approved
by the United States, Great Britain,
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and China, by which American and
British corporations were to construct a

railway from Chin-chou to Aigun—

a

road running partly in Mongolia, partly

in Manchuria, and partly in China
proper. Because Japan considered

this project an infringement of her spe-

cial rights, her minister at Peking wrote
to the Chinese Foreign Office as fol-

lows: “
. . . My government is now

considering it (the Chinchou-Aigun
railway) and cannot hastily formulate
its demands. . . . Before the Chi-

nese government determines anything
the consent of my government must
first be obtained. If the position of

my country is ignored, and decision

made without referring the matter to

my government, it will be hard to es-

timate the seriousness of the trouble

that may be caused in the relations of

the two countries.” Russia supported
the objections here voiced, and the

railway project was weakly abandoned.

Such evidence, however, of Japan’s
readiness to relax her solemn obliga-
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tions seems harmless compared with

what was to follow. On January 1 8,

1915, Japan presented to China the

famous “Twenty-one Demands.” To
secure secrecy the Japanese minister

presented them directly to President

Yuan, requiring of him secrecy and
speed in his reply. But the truth could

not be hid, and rumors were soon
afloat. At first Japan denied the ex-

istence of any of the demands, then

denied the existence of some of them,
and finally confessed to the existence

of all of them. Why she could not
afford to be frank appears clearly

enough when the demands are

examined.

In the first group of these articles

China concedes in advance any ar-

rangements that Japan might in the

future make with Germany regarding
the possession of Kiaochau and other
rights in the province of Shantung.
The way was thus paved for Japan’s
later victory at the Peace Conference.
In the second group of articles Japan
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demands that China recognize Japan’s
special privileges in Manchuria, priv-

ileges accorded to no other nation.

For example, Article 3 reads: “Jap-
anese subjects shall be free to reside

and travel in South Manchuria and
Eastern Inner Mongolia and to engage
in business and manufacture of any
kind whatsoever.” Article 4. “The
Chinese Government agrees to grant

to Japanese subjects the right of open-
ing the mines in South Manchuria and
Eastern Mongolia . .

.” Article 6. “If

the Chinese Government employs po-
litical, financial ,or military advisers or

instructors in South Manchuria or East-

ern Mongolia, the Japanese govern-
ment shall first be consulted.” That
is how Japan kept her promise to main-
tain the “open door” and the inde-

pendence of Chinese in Manchuria.

In Group IV, furthermore, “The
Chinese Government engages not to

cede or lease to any third power any
harbor or bay or island along the coast

of China.” Even this group, however,
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did not offer the worst instance of spe-

cial privilege or infringement of China’s

sovereignty. The articles of Group V
go further. Article 1. “The Chinese

Central Government shall employ in-

fluential Japanese as advisers in polit-

ical, financial, and military affairs.”

Article 3. “
. . . the police depart-

ments of important places (in China)
shall be jointly administered by Jap-
anese and Chinese, or the police de-

partment of these places shall employ
numerous Japanese. . .

.” Article 4.

“China shall purchase from Japan a
fixed amount of munitions of war (say

50 per cent or more of what is needed
by the Chinese Government) or there

shall be established in China a Sino-

Japanese jointly worked arsenal. Jap-
anese technical experts are to be em-
ployed and Japanese material to be
purchased.” Article 6. “If China
needs foreign capital to work mines,
build railways, and construct harbor
works (including dock yards) in the
Province of Fukien, Japan shall first

be consulted.”
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In making these demands Japan
broke at least six solemn public prom-
ises. That she had forgotten neither

the spirit nor the letter of these prom-
ises, and that she was ready to break
one more, is a fact confirmed by a

statement issued on May 6, 1915, by
Secretary Bryan: “At the beginning of

negotiations the Japanese government
confidentially informed this govern-
ment of the matters which were under
discussion and accompanied the in-

formation by the assurance that Japan
had no intention of interfering with
either the political independence or

territorrial integrity of China, and that

nothing she proposed would discrim-

inate against other powers having
treaties with China or interfere with
the “Open Door* policy to which all

the leading nations are committed.”

What are we to think of the pledged
word of a nation which could vouch
for such assurances at a time when its

government was attempting to wrench
from China the control of her own po-
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lice power, her own armament and her

own territory? Through just such

stages did Korea slowly succumb, that

same Korea whose “independence**

was once so firmly guaranteed by
Japan. This fact was clear to China
and to all the world ; an indignant pub-
lic opinion in China, England and
America prevented China’s signing the

articles under Group IV and V.

[But in reality China has not escaped from

the effects of the unsigned articles under

Group V of the Twenty-one Demands. A
secret military agreement forced upon China

under the guise of preparing her for partic-

ipation in the Great War put Japanese of-

ficers in virtual command of the flower of

the Chinese army. For months this army
was not only officered but paid by the re-

sources of Japan. Japan did not hesitate to

demand that a given set of instructions be
issued to China’s delegates to the Peace Con-
ference. Though denied, it is known that

on closing the interview when this demand
was made the Japanese Minister referred

significantly to the Japanese army and navy
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of **half a million tons and a million men,

absolutely idle.** Chinese newspapers which

have had the boldness to criticize their gov-

ernment for its supine attitude in the face of

Japan have been closed down as promptly

as could have been effected had the scene

been in Tokyo itself. What shall be thought

when a mere reference to the fact that the

person of the Mikado is of human rather

than of divine origin is sufficient to work
confiscation of a journal, as in the case of

the Kuo Ming Kung Pao, and put its editor

into prison for fourteen months? If the

leaders of informal groups are known to be

strongly patriotic, official Japan brings

pressure through the Chinese government to

force the resignation of such men. Witness

the attempt of the Japanese consul general

to force the resignation of the president of

the Tientsin Chamber of Commerce. For-

eign advisers to the Chinese government

have been waited upon by Japanese and

threatened with termination of their con-

tracts unless willing to abandon a certain

line of advice. The Japanese Legation gar-

rison paraded through the entrance to the
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Chinese presidential yamen at a critical

period during the summer of 1919. Has

Group Five been abandoned?]

But as a final evidence of the pro-

gramme against China let us turn to

the question of Shantung—Shantung,
the holy land of China, burial place of

her national sage, Confucius.

On March 9, 1 898, China leased to

Germany for ninety-nine years the port

and bay of Kiaochau with territory

rights surrounding it, and extensive

rights for constructing and operating
railways in the interior of the Province
of Shantung. On August 15, 1914,
Japan issued an ultimatum to Germany
giving her one week in which to con-
sent “to deliver on a date not later

than September 1 5 to the Imperial

Japanese authorities, without condition
or compensation, the entire leased ter-

ritory of Kiaochau, with a view to the
eventual restoration of the same to

China.” On the same day Count
Okuma, the Japanese premier, sent the
following telegram to the East and
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West Bureau in New York for publica-

tion in the American press: .

Japan has no territorial ambition, and
hopes to stand as the protector of

peace in the Orient.” Nine days later

Okuma sent another cable, this time to

the New York “Independent.” The
message closed with these words: “As
Premier of Japan, I have stated and
now again state to the people of Amer-
ica and of the world that Japan has no
ulterior motive, no desire to secure

more territory, no thought of depriving
China or other peoples of anything
which they now possess. My govern-
ment and people have given their

word and their pledge, which will be
as honorably kept as Japan always
keeps promises.”

The next step was a series of three

statements made by Baron Kato, of the

Japanese Cabinet, to the Japanese Diet
in December, 1914. Kato said: “The
question regarding the future of Kiao-
chau is at present unanswerable. Japan
has never committed herself to any
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foreign Power on this point. The pur-

pose of the ultimatum to Germany was
to take Kiaochau from Germany and
so to restore peace in the Orient. Res-

titution after a campaign was not

thought of and was not referred to in

the ultimatum.” Again, Japan takes

the same attitude in her ultimatum to

China in regard to the “Twenty-one
Demands” mentioned above, under
date of May 7, 1915. In this docu-
ment it is stated that “from the com-
mercial and military point of view
Kiaochau is an important place, in the

acquisition of which the Japanese Em-
pire sacrificed much blood and money,
and after the acquisition the Emperor
incurs no obligation to restore it to

China. . . . China is fully aware that

the unconditional restoration of Kiao-
chau . . . can never be tolerated by
Japan.” The latest word on the sub-
ject is written in the treaty of Ver-
sailles. “Germany renounces, in favor
of Japan, all her rights, titles, and
privileges—particularly those concern-
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ing the territory of Kiaochau, railways,

mines, and submarine cables—^which

she acquired in virtue of the treaty con-
cluded by her with China on March 6,

1 898, and of all other arrangements
relative to the Province of Shantung.

The facts of this brief summary are

vouched for by Japan. Two things are

made clear by it—one that Japan
never keeps her promises in the East,

and second, that her method of break-
ing them portends a Korea extended
south to the Yang Tze River and west-

ward to the Ural Mountains if she
chooses. In telling American and Eng-
land so frequently that she does keep
her promises she is relying not on his-

torical facts, but solely upon popular
ignorance of Far Eastern politics. The
Japanese are a gifted people and a
great people, but they suffer from a
Prussianized government. In no re-

spect is it more Prussian than in its

cynical contempt for international good
faith and the well being of trusting or

weaker peoples.
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CHAPTER III

Exercising Economic Privileges in

Shantung

Considerable surprise has been ex-

pressed in various quarters that China
should object to the succession by
Japan to the Germein economic priv-

ileges in Shantung. It is argued that

Japan has received no more than Ger-
many had possessed, that China lost

nothing which she had before, that

China did nothing to oust the German
from possession, while Japan rendered
the Pacific Ocean safe to allied com-
merce by the act of reducing Tsing
Tau. Therefore Japan has a title in

fact and in morals to the German
rights, and China loses nothing by her
succession to them.

In another chapter it is pointed out
how the presence of Japan in Shantung
presents a danger to China not so much
because of her presence there, as be-
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cause of Japan s simultaneous presence

in Manchuria, giving her a grip on both
handles of the pincers which has Chi-

hli and Peking in its jaws. But there

are other factors much more imme-
diate which make the possession by
Japan of merely economic rights in

Shantung a very much more serious

matter for the Chinese than their pos-

session by the Hun—unspeakable as

he has shown himself to be in Belgium
and northern France. We propose to

show these factors by the relation of

actual incidents. These incidents can
be vouched for by men of probity.

The list is not exhausttive, merely typ-

ical—our embarrassment lying in the

wealth of material at hand.

The enjoyment of economic rights

in Shantung by the Japanese began
upon the occupation of that province
by the Japanese in the fall of 1914.
Elaborate preparations were made
immediately to insure undisturbed en-

joyment. It is probably too much to

say that Japan should have reduced
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the forts of Tsing T^u by frontal at-

tack. However, this could have been
done speedily at slight expense by
naval attack, for the armament of these

forts was not heavy and was of almost
obsolete type. But after gaining a po-

sition in the rear of Tsing Tau, instead

of proceeding to the investment of the

fortress the Japanese forces first in-

dulged in a movement westward for

nearly three hundred miles, occupying
all the positions up to and including

Tsinanfu. No German forces were to

be encountered in this whole length of

line beyond peihaps a score of Ger-
man rciilway officials and clerks. The
railway was controlled just outside of

Tsing Tau by Japanese and hence
could render no service to the defend-
ers of Tsing Tau. No military neces-

sity required this movement, and a
mere squad of troops would have been
sufficient to take over the authority of

the line. Instead, large garrisons were
placed at Weihsien, Tsinanfu, and in-

termediate points, to house which hun-
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dreds of Japanese workmen have been
busily engaged in building barracks of

brick construction ever since. Any-
one who sees the substantial nature of

these structures will never believe that

they are intended for any temporary
occupation.

Control of the railway was signalized

by the discharge of all Chinese work-
men above the menial grades. Even
many of the classes which are ordina-

rily considered menial, but which offer

experience which prepares for higher

grades, were subject to this innovation.

During German exercise of railway

rights, all engine drivers, train staff,

station masters, machinists, foremen
of all but the highest rank, clerical

staff, except those in highly technical

positions, were Chinese. Germans had
been able to build and operate this

line and bring it up to a favorable
standard of efficiency and profitable-

ness using Chinese in these positions of

skill and responsibility. But the Jap-
anese cut off this source of livelihood
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from these thousands^ of Chinese. The
railway is actually a$ well as govern-

mentally in the hands of the Japanese,

which means much in the programme
of using the railroad for purposes of

discrimination, which is referred to

elsewhere. It is perhaps too obvious
to require mention, that in this first

example of “succession to German
economic privileges” the Japanese
seized in addition vastly greater eco-

nomic privileges which hitherto had
been looked upon as Chinese, and they
seized the opportunity of planting an
army in China. The Shantung Rail-

way is transformed from an instrument
for the development of China into an
instrument for the penetration of
China.

Tsing Tau was soon reduced, and
the port, leased territory, and railway
were now under the control of Japan.
A first step toward securing more priv-

ileges than the Germans had claimed
was in the building of a powerful wire-
less station at Tsinanfu. This wireless
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station is scarcely necessary for pur-

poses of military administration of the

area, for the telegraph lines along the

railway are also in the hands of Japan.
There is no enemy at hand, nor would
the German attempt a rescue from a
position three hundred miles inland if

their forces were to elude the Allied

fleets. Commercial purposes or the

conquest of China only can justify such
an installation. Nor can Japan deny
that such is the use of this plant. A
part of the same system of internal

communications which Japan has es-

tablished without warrant and in addi-

tion to German privileges is the wire-

less station at Hankow, which Japan
erected at about the same time, with-

out the shadow of permission from
China, and one at Manchuli. These
are economic privileges which Ger-
many never possessed.

Next on the programme was the

solidifying of the position taken by
obtaining possession of strategically

located properties. The more fa-
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vorable sites about the harbor of Tsing

Tau next absorbed attention. By ob-

taining all the property around this

harbor it would become a matter of

indifference to Japan whether she ob-

tained complete adminstrative control

over the Kiaochau area or whether it

be left to international control. To
get these lands into Japanese hands
several lines of action were required.

Lands which still belonged to the mu-
nicipality under the German system of

tenure were quickly disposed of to Jap-
anese owners, dummies being used
where necessary. A pretense was
kept up as to the sale of property be-

tween Chinese owners and Japanese,
but the pretense barely covered the

fact of actual military ejection. The
Chinese owner was visited by a Jap-
anese officer accompanied by a squad
of soldiers. An offer was made on
his property. If it were refused the

owner was shortly notified to vacate
the premises for one reason or another,

and the Japanese price was his only
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solatium. Certain foreign firms were
notified to vacate on the ground of

“public necessity.” Practically the

only foreign firm remaining unmoved
is one in which the resident British con-

sul is a partner. The Asiatic Petroleum
Company (British) is one of the last

to move.

Certain foreign institutions of a less

commercial character have proven
more difficult to evict. The methods
of applying pressure to these have
been ingenious and illuminating. The
public hospital in Tsing Tau was one
of the first to feel this. Its resident

doctors were reduced from two to one,

its nurses from four to one. On the

right and left, in the houses from which
the doctors had been evicted, Japanese
families were planted, who kept packs
of wolf hounds to bay and snarl at all

hours. In front, a house of prostitu-

tion was opened which maintained
noisy revelry all night, and in the rear

the small park was occupied each night

by crowds of men and boys yelling and
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creating disturbances. Protests from
consular representatives availed noth-

ing, while at the same time the tolling

of the church bell once a week for

Christian services was forbidden be-

cause, so it was alleged, the noise

would disturb patients in the Japanese
hospital some furlongs away.

The American Presbyterian Mission

was another of these institutions which
held good locations and which could
not be summarily ejected. Two tile

factories opposite were moved away.
For eleven months a small army of

workmen labored to fill in the low
swamp and a row of “red-light” houses
was constructed. It would seem that

no restraints are placed upon behavior
in front of these places, and the re-

sults can be well imagined. Mission-

ary children appear upon the street al-

most at their peril. Missionaries’

houses are subject to almost constant
visitation by Japanese gendarmes on
pretext of inspecting them. Officers

take the liberty of lying down on sofas
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and smoking, entering sleeping rooms
at will, and giving insistent invitations

to daughters to visit said officers in

their barracks. Officious secretaries

file in month after month with the same
long lists of questions to be answered,
all of which when answered are “irrel-

evant, immaterial and incompetent.”
In May, 1917, the whole company,
men and women, were forced to

answer to a charge of seditious activity,

the Chinese co-workers were banished,

and the school, the gift of an American
woman, was closed and sealed. And
later, American missionaries visiting

the port and belonging to the same
mission, were forbidden to visit the

compound or hold any communica-
tion with their practically imprisoned
compatriots.

The girls’ high school belonging to

the same mission but located outside

of the leased area has been subjected
to constant visitation by Japanese
soldiers in uniform and fully armed,
the teachers interfered with, the girls
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terrified, their private rooms invaded.

When it is realized that the Chinese

idea of feminine privacy is much more
rigid than the American or English

idea, it will be realized instantly why
parents now refuse to expose their

daughters to insult by placing them
longer in this school. If this situation

continues this property will also be for

sale at a nominal price, and female
education in five counties of Shantung
will cease.

Where the Chinese have no protec-

tion from foreign institutions the proc-

ess of terrorism is less veiled. A fa-

vorite method has been to work in har-

mony with the local banditti. The
proof of this is to be found in the fact

that the only places suffering are those
close to the Shantung Railway. At
Weihsien when such banditti were
being pursued by Chinese soldiers,

Japanese troops went out and got be-
tween the Chinese soldiers and the
bandits, making it impossible to fire

without endangering the Japanese

—
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which Chinese troops have learned not
to do. Chinese peasants insist that

Japanese in uniform have been seen
leading such robber bands. By shoot-

ings, torture, and kidnapping for ran-

som they have terrified the whole zone.

Blackmail was at first suflScient to ap-

pease them. Two million dollars and
more was extorted from the city of

Kaomi, just outside the Tsing Tau
leased area. Weihsien and Choutsin,

the two largest walled towns of Shan-
tung, have been practically ruined, the

gentry have fled, and the peasantry
live in terror. Most of the portable
goods have been paid as ransoms, and
farmers are forced to sell their little

plots for a pittance, to redeem mem-
bers of the family who are in captivity

under torture.

Another method of dispossessing

Chinese which is worked with impunity
is that of levying so-called taxes.

Farmers are taxed for crossing the rail-

way on their way to or from market.
Dog taxes, animal taxes, fines for driv-
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ing donkeys in caravans instead of

driving them singly, fines for trimming

the trees on their own property, fines

for not knowing what they are fined

for. A very clever scheme is to change
the fining rules without warning and
then fine a man for complying with the

old rules. For disciplinary purposes,

headmen of the villages are occasion-

ally whipped, peasants are hung up by
the thumbs, made to walk barefooted
on hot sheets of iron. The result is

that most of the villagers along the

railway zone are penniless. Great num-
bers are emigrating and property can
be acquired cheap. It has been impos-
sible to get news in any quantity to the

outside world, for mail is opened and
destroyed without scruple. Indeed the

withdrawal of checks from letters and
the destruction of the entire contents

in other instances has been a common
method of making things difficult for

foreign firms.

By the levying of excessive licenses

Chinese fishermen have been driven
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off the fishing waters of Tsing Tau and
their places taken by Japanese. Chi-
nese shopkeepers suffer in the same
manner, and in addition are subject to

frequent visits by Japanese soldiers

who help themselves, pay what price

they want or none at all, and smash
up goods, if complaint is offered.

There is no redress. No Japanese de-
fendant can be convicted in a consular
court, and much less is to be expected
in a military camp.

During the past year there were sev-

eral civil courts set up in Shantung to

which it was intended to require Chi-

nese near the railway zone to bring
their cases. It was also attempted to

appoint a Japanese Civil Governor of

Shantung. Several Chinese have been
arrested in the Chinese city of Tsin-

anfu and confined at various times in

the Japanese barracks; Japanese troops
go armed everywhere. They drag
machine guns through the streets of

cities far removed from the railway

zone. At one time they established a
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rifle range across the railway zone and

forced the farmers of that region to go

around in order to avoid being shot.

Various other means are used to “rub

it in” on the Chinese residents that

they are a subject people, dependent
upon the favor of the Japanese soldier.

Their traders make no pretense of liv-

ing up to their bargains. They have
deliberately exported almost all of the

copper coinage of the province whose
intrinsic value during the late years has

been in excess of its exchange value.

They have substituted paper currency

from Japanese banks, and forced the

acceptance of yen in many instances.

How much of these acts is calculated

in order to browbeat the Chinese into

subjection, how much of it is simply
the natural expression of the militarist

contempt for unarmed civilians, and
how much is the peculiar Japanese con-
tempt for those without defense, it is

impossible to say. But exercised in

the fashion which has obtained during
the past three or four years, it is very
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apparent to what the exercise of

“economic privileges** leads in Shan-
tung. Mind you this is not Korea, but
an integral part of China, over which
the legal function of sovereignty per-

tains undisputed to China. It is not
the Liaotung Peninsula over which
there is a lease running for many
years. But it is Shantung, where Japan
took from Germany whatever it was
she took with the promise to return it

to China. And under the peape treaty

Japan is to succeed only to “economic
privileges.**
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CHAPTER IV

The Tragedy of the Morphia Traffic

The sufferings of the Chinese

people due to opium are too well

known to require extended mention.

From the earlier part of the nineteenth

century influential Chinese strove to

make some headway in the suppres-

sion of the evil. Finally a treaty was
signed with Great Britain providing for

the gradual decrease of importations

from India, the principal source, and
for the suppression of poppy cultiva-

tion in China. With the year 1918 all

importation was to cease.

The effect of this arrangement is

nullified to a serious degree. Some of

the forces guilty of this flouting of in-

ternational as well as national obliga-

tions are certain of the military tuchuns
who are able to defy the jurisdiction

of the Central Government. For such,

no apology is offered. Their treason
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needs no further indictment. Yet if

they be put on trial they may always
offer the defense that by so doing they

merely take into their own coffers sums
that otherwise find their way into the

pockets of certain foreigners.

These “foreigners” do not deal in

opium, but in its substitutes, morphia
and their derivatives. According to

the statement presented to the Interna-

tional Opium Commission at Shanghai
in 1909 by the Japanese delegates, the

annual importation to Japan during the

ten years (1898-1907) preceding av-

eraged 19,766 ounces. Ten years

later, in 1916, the annual importation
was stated in their official Trade
Return to be 600,228 ounces. The
quantity has been increasing as the im-
portation of opium into China has been
decreasing, as will be seen from the

following statement, taken from the

same source:
Year Quantity, Ozs.

1915

358,543

1916

558,812

1917

600,288
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Where does such a quantity go to?

The Japanese are not drug users. Their

police system is too rigid to permit of

that. It is in the minutes of the Inter-

national Opium Commission that

Delegate Miyaoka answered a certain

question in a form admitting that mor-
phia is re-exported from the leased

territory of Kwangtung (Port Arthur)
into China.

Now, under the regulations adopted
for the enforcement of the Anti-Opium
Conventions, the import of morphia is

permitted for medicinal purposes only.

To safeguard this provision, the export
of morphia from Great Britain, one of

the principal centers of manufacture,
to Japan, is allowed only upon the

production of a license issued by the

Japanese Home Office certifying that

the morphia is to be used for legitimate

medical purposes only. Japanese offi-

cials in the Port Arthur territory were
granted the power to issue such
licenses; and, presumably because it

is contrary to diplomatic usage to
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query the good faith of another coun-
try, huge amounts are exported to

Dalny from Great Britain. The Chi-

nese customs figures for the year 1917
show that 66,000 ounces of morphia
were openly imported into the Kwang-
tung (Port Arthur) leased territory

(leased to Japan). This is sufficient

for one hundred and thirty million in-

jections. Now the whole importation
into the rest of China for the same
purpose (medical purpose only) was
only forty ounces. Now if the three

hundred million people in the eighteen

provinces in China proper used only
forty ounces in the legitimate fashion,

what did the twenty million people in

Manchuria do with 66,000 ounces? Of
course those extra two tons of morphia
were not used legitimately but were
used partly in Manchuria and smug-
gled in immense quantities into China.

In the paragraph above we have
been dealing with declared importa-

tions. But smuggled importations are

probably much in excess of the de-
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dared. This is most easily effected.

The importer dodges the necessity for

licenses in Great Britain by declaring

his exports for America. There he
declares that he no longer intends to

import them into America but will

take them across the continent in bond.
Manifested as chemical products or

medicines and traveling “in bond”
American authorities have no interest

in verifying contents. Arrived at the

harbor in Japan, trans-shipment takes

place. There is no importation or ex-

portation which would leave a record
behind, just trans-shipment in the har-

bor to a vessel bound for Dalny or
Tsing Tau. The “Japan Chronicle”
published recently a statement for

which it has not yet, nor is it likely to

be, prosecuted by the Japanese Gov-
ernment. The statement is “113,000
ounces of morphia had arrived in

Kobe from America in the first five

months of the year 1919. The official

returns for the same period recorded
the importation of only 23,387
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ounces.** The figure of 1 1 3,000 is not

given as the total shipments received

but merely as the quantity of which
the Chronicle had actual knowledge.

The agencies for carrying the drug
from the leased areas about Port Ar-
thur are many. But the Japanese pros-

titute figures largely in all of them.
During the winter and spring of 1919
a considerable effort was made to col-

lect whatever data were readily ob-
tainable upon the number of places at

which an injection could be obtained
in due course. Hundreds of such
places were unearthed, covering all of

North China. Here is a typical de-
scription :

Place: Kou Pang Tzu (North of the
Great Wall).

No. 1 . Medicine shop and pawn
shop. (Hence all facilities ready for

those who would purchase morphia.)
Shop sells wholesale or retail. It em-
ploys seven Japanese men, ten Jap-
anese women and twenty Chinese men.
(The ratio of Chinese servants is gen-
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erally in about this proportion.) Sales

appear to be about $300 per day, con-

sisting of small packets sold at twenty

cents each. Sales are made in local

notes which are presented to the firms

issuing them who are compelled to re-

deem them with Mukden notes. The
women take the latter to Mukden for

silver and go to Dairen for the mor-
phia. This firm has agents in Lu Yung
Yi, Chao Chia Tun and Pei Chen
Hsien.

No. 2. A small place, one Jap-
anese man and one Japanese woman
and several Chinese. Advertises itself

as a “medicine shop” ; sells opium and
morphia.

No. 3. “Medicine** and pawn shop.
Sells wholesale and retail. It employs
three Japanese, one of whom is a
woman, and several Chinese. It has
a room behind for the sale and con-
sumption of morphia and opium. Has
a branch at Shih Shan Chan about
eighteen miles eastward along the
railway. As a rule people who inject
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morphia have their own needles, but
for those who have beggared them-
selves so that they have parted with

the needles, get a “jab” for five cents.

A leading newspaper in Tientsin by
the simple device of sending out rep-

resentatives to buy opium or morphia
obtained a list of about fifty such

shops which were running openly in

various parts of Tientsin.

Everywhere there is to be seen the

itinerant Japanese peddler with a small

hand satchel. He is supposed to be
peddling medicine. He is practically

above the law. Chinese police dare
not arrest him. If they did dare to,

he is protected by extraterritoriality.

He would be tried before his own con-

sular officers, and except in the Shang-
hai Mixed Court, Japanese defendants
are not found guilty in such trials.

Many a time these itinerant peddlers
are observed to be wearing clothes in

texture and cut strikingly like the Jap-
anese military uniform with the gold
or red braid missing.
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There is always a lawless element

in any country who will need no urg-

ing to take advantage of such a situa-

tion as this to make money out of the

ignorance and vices of other people.

Medical science has not spread far

beyond the confines of the large cities

of China. Pain is as prevalent in

China as elsewhere. And as one in-

vestigator puts it, “morphia certainly

does relieve pain.”

Where the guise of the “ministering

angel” is not available for the seduc-

tion of a victim, the use of Japanese
women as concubines often is. The
second and third wife often makes an
easy avenue of approach. The result

is that the manhood of thousands is

being debauched yearly.

Both Great Britain and America
can assist mightily in preventing sup-
plies of morphia and its derivatives

from getting into the hands of the
Japanese by a proper system of license

control and a more thorough inspec-

tion of articles in transit. But the first
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responsibility rests upon Japan. A
nation whose police system is so well

manned and so assiduous that every
foreigner who lands upon the islands

is shadowed from the time he lands
until he leaves, which is so keen that

it can arrest and convict students “har-

boring dangerous thoughts,” could
stamp out this traffic if it wished to.

But does it wish to do so? Why
should it when the thorough conquest
of the northern laboring man by mor-
phia will make it unnecessary to con-
quer him by military force? Morphia
does it work much faster than opium,
and it will take comparatively few
years to seriously effect the vitality of

the common people of North China

—

China’s fighting men.

To American or English people it

should be unnecessary to present more
than the moral aspects of this question.

But nevertheless there is another aspect

—the commercial aspect. Every dol-

lar spent for morphia is just so much
money gone from China, which, had
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it stayed, might have bought American
or British machiney with which to de-

velop all of those natural resources of

which China has so plentiful a store

and of which the world today feels so

great a need. It is so much money
removed from China which could be
used for the purchase of commodities
of which no one country has a monop-
oly of the trade. But worse still, it is

money used to debauch the manhood
of China and make it even less capable
of producing those things necessary to

purchase general commodities of

trade. It renders China just that much
less fitted for development which in

itself would benefit every country
which intends to extend its commer-
cial relations in China. It reduces
China’s power to resist unjust aggres-
sion and by that much adds to the
elements militating against the peace
of the world. It is particularly fatal

to all those aspirations toward a future

more in harmony with the march of

progress which so many forward-
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minded Chinese are entertaining in

greater and greater numbers every
year. This is a critical time. Remem-
ber that a weasel can kill a man child,

aye, even a man grown if he be
attacked before he is fully roused from
slumber.
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CHAPTER V
Japan’s Railway Program in China to

Create a Greater Prussiamism
in Asia

Japan has annexed Korea. She has

forced a lease of a part of Manchuria
for a period of ninety-nine years. She
has taken over the German position in

Shantung and thus commands both
sides of the Gulf of Chihli. She has
set up police boxes in Fukien opposite

Formosa, and as these lines are being
written has stationed warships off the

principal port of that province from
which she landed marines to support
her particular view of a controversy in

hand. From these three directions she
presses inland. The means of invasion
is in all three instances a system of

railways, either actual or in prospect.

The South Manchurian railway sys-

tem of eight hundred miles connected
with the Korean system puts Japanese
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military forces actually into the interior

that far. Additional lines contracted

for during the period of the war will

more than duplicate the mileage al-

ready in existence, will gridiron Man-
churia, penetrate far into Mongolia,
and reach a point scarcely more than

a day’s march from Peking. Inci-

dentally one of these lines will use a
route under prior contract to an Amer-
ican financial group who had let their

contract for construction to a British

engineering firm, while another vio-

lates the agreement with the British

financiers on the Peking-Mukden line.

In Shantung, Japanese; succession to

the German rights in the railway
brings them into the interior half the

way from Tsing Tau to Peking. Addi-
tional lines contracted for as extensions

of the Shantung railway will lead their

line of communication an additional

two hundred miles or more westward,
while a branch will put them in con-
nection with a line easy to dominate
which leads further into interior Asia
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than any line yet built or contracted

for. The extension from Tsinan to

Shunteh will put Japanese rails far to

the west of Peking.

On the other lines of railway in

China the foreign interests have placed
only a limited number of represent-

atives—a few technical men and in-

spectors for the most part. On no
other line would the foreign personnel
exceed more than one or two per cent

of the total number of employees. But
on the lines controlled by Japan, every
man above the grade of track coolie is

a Japanese. Japanese police guard
the track and Japanese garrisons oc-

cupy the terminals. And when one re-

members that every one of these men
has gone through the training required

in the Japanese military conscription

system, one realizes what it means to

have the lines of communication ex-

tending so far into the interior in the

hands of Japanese. It means that in a
military way China is hamstrung. She
has no chance of mobilizing an army,
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be it ever so well trained and armed.
Between the Manchurian lines on the

north and the province of Chihli con-

taining Peking and Tientsin, she is

between the jaws of the nut cracker.

Opposite Formosa lies the route of

the proposed Kiukiang-Foochow line.

Kiukiang is on the Yang Tze River.

From Kiukiang to Nanchang there is

now a provincial line upon which Jap-
anese interests hold a mortgage for

more than the value of the line. The
police boxes which Japan maintains in

parts of Fukien province and the de-

mand which she has made for a sphere
of influence in this region, mark the

extension of the Kiukiang-Nanchang
line to Foochow or Amoy as merely
one of the steps of Japan’s progress

into China.

In addition to the military impor-
tance of these lines of railway, they
will have an important effect in the

economic conquest of China. At pres-

ent the natural routes of commerce fall

into certain well defined routes. Since
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China has depended for water courses

for interior distribution, the large cities

naturally were located at the conflu-

ences of the greater rivers. Railway
routes were naturally laid out to reach
such centers located by nature. The
Yang Tze River, navigable for over
a thousand miles, with branches lead-

ing to the north and the south which
drain large areas, and wth its current

flowing in the direction of its foreign

trade, thus becomes the great deter-

mining factor of the transportation

routes of China. The mouth of that

river then becomes the great converg-
ing point of domestic commerce, but
as such it becomes also the converging
point of foreign with domestic trade.

Barely secondary to this port should

be one on the great indentation of the

coast to the north, the Gulf of Chihli,

and another to the south serving the

southeastern slope. Thus Shanghai at

the mouth of the Yang Tze, Tientsin

to the north and Canton to the south
(if one considers the free port of Hong
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Kong in a different category) become
the focal points of transportation

routes in China. To be sure, a certain

portion of Manchuria drains naturally

into Vladivostok, and another portion

to Newchwang or Dalny, but those are

putlets of commerce basins of third

rank by nature, corresponding to num-
bers of others along the China coast

like Amoy, Foochow, Hangchow,
Tsing Tau, Chinwantao, etc. Now the

railway systems are already built or

planned to take direction in accord-

ance with these facts of nature, and are

designed to bring traffic to the Yang
Tze River either at the head of naviga-

tion, Hankow, or to deep water at

Pukow and Shanghai. Political consid-

erations made the northern lines ra-

diate from Peking, but commercially
they converge at Tientsin. In Shang-
hai internatonal trade is favored by the
existence of an international settle-

ment. Under these conditions, the
Shanghai district becomes the general
distributing point for continental Asia
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north of India. In Tientsin, various

nationalities have their individual set-

tlements, and the result is much the

same.

Now consider what happens when
the Shangtung railway is extended west

into the ore bearing regions of Shansi.

Remember that these lines and their

branches will be in the hands of a

nationality which does not hesitate to

use them to drive out all other na-

tionalities. It is already proven that

no other nationality can do business in

Manchuria. It is difficult to prove dis-

crimination in rates, but it is easy to

know that Japanese competitors live

when the rates charged others are suf-

ficient to kill. It is easy to see that

Japanese goods go through when
goods of other nationalities lie on plat-

forms awaiting wagons that either do
not come or, if they come, develop
“hot boxes” when far enough away
to escape personal attention of the
shipper. Depend upon it, no other na-
tionalities will do business long in the
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territory served by the Shantung
railway.

The Kaomi-Hsuchow branch of the

Shantung line will form a connection
with the Lung Hai and make Tsing
Tau competitive with Pukow and
Shanghai as an outlet port for all the

territory drained by this line from in-

ner Kansu to the coast. It would be
very easy by traffic agreements prac-

tically to cut out Pukow and Shanghai
from such traffic, diverting it all to

Tsing Tau. That such has been the

attempt of Japanese interests is well

known. The Lung Hai financiers have
been seeking funds on terms. Just what
the terms are is known of course only
to the inner circle. Japanese contract-

ors were reported to have taken over
the building of one of the westward
sections. Japanese engineers were on
the ground making surveys. But pub-
lic clamor in the region invaded finally

induced them to desist—for the time
being.

If these two trunk lines, the Shansi-
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Shantung line and the Lung H6Li-Tsing

Tau line, are made to converge at

Tsing Tau, a direct cross current to the

flow of trade as planned by nature

and the Chinese Railway Administra-
tion is developed, Shanghai is deprived
of the whole Asiatic northwest as a
hinterland; Tsing Tau becomes the

focal point of domestic trade.

Steamship routes to Tsing Tau,
Dalny and the Korean ports naturally

become grouped. The main trade in

all these ports is in the hands of Jap-
anese and hence its principal foreign

source and destination becomes Japan.
If a fan were to be laid down upon
the map with the ribs extending
through Fusan, Dalny and Tsing Tau
into the hinterland, the handle would
rest in Japan. If the fan were spread
a little more, another rib would pass
through Shanghai. Trans-shipment
will then take place at such a focal

point. At Kobe, then, ocean freights

will stop. From and to Kobe there
will ply vessels which will pass by
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Shanghai on their way up the Yang
Tze, which will never touch Shanghai
on their way to outports like Hang-
chow, Foochow, Cheefoo, or even
Tientsin. The commerce of Eastern
Asia then passes from international

hands on the mainland and lodges in

Japan.

A third phase to the railway pro-

gram is perhaps even more vital. Japan
is desperately in need of iron. She
needs it for manufacture. She needs
it for ships. She needs it for guns and
all the harness of war. For a moment
during the war she was crippled until

America lifted the embargo on exports

of steel, especially in Japan’s favor.

Shipping costs add a huge weight to

purchases of iron and steel from
Europe and America. China is a
nearer source.

But Japan is not satisfied with mere
opportunity to purchase iron in the

open market of China. Although her
geographical position gives her an ad-
vantage over all rivals, she seeks an
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exclusive advantage. In earlier years

she sought it by means of favorable

contracts in return for financial assist-

ance. Beginning in 1906 she lent

money to China s one serious attempt
at the production of steel, the Han-
Yeh-P’ing works. This includes the

iron mines at Tayeh, the collieries at

Pinghsiang, and the mills at Hanyang.
Her battleships sailing up the Yang
Tze River can easily keep that stream
a transportation line from the Tayeh
mines and the Hanyang mills. In 1911
she gave an earnest of how she pro-

posed to protect these properties. At
the time of the revolution the various
foreign officials at Hankow, across the

river from Hanyang, met to decide
whether or not to ask their govern-
ments for armed forces to protect the
foreign concessions in Hankow. The
Japanese representative strongly op-
posed the request and it was dropped.
Forty-eght hours later a large Japanese
force landed at Hankow and in de-
fiance of all protest has remained ever
since.
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In 1913a further Japanese loan was
made upon this property on condition

(1) that the Han Yeh Ping company
repay it during forty years by the sale

of fifteen million tons of iron ore and
eight million tons of pig iron in addi-

tion to amounts already contracted

for; (2) that the Japanese have pref-

erence in further financing; (3) that

the company employ a Japanese
“Highest Engineering Adviser” and
an “Auditor Adviser” who are em-
powered to give “necessary advice”
to the Yokohama Specie Bank, and
(3) that the title deeds be deposited
in a safe having two keys, of which
the Japanese hold one. In 1915 came
the Twenty-one Demands, which, un-

der Group Three, provided that “when
the opportune moment arrives the

Han Yeh P ing company shall be made
a joint concern of the two nations.”

By means of this control about 33
per cent of the entire present output of

iron ore, and about 50 per cent of the

entire present output of pig iron in all
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China go to Japan. The value of these

exports have increased from Taels

2,000,000 in 1913 to Taels 19,000,-

000 in 1918.

But this is not sufficient for Japan’s

needs, if she is to become a dominant
world power. Hence she proposes to

link up the promising ore fields with a

system of railway connections which
ishall either deliver the actual workings
of such fields into her own hands or

give her the power of deciding upon
what terms their output shall reach the

outer world.

There are important deposits in

Shantung. Her succession to German
economic rights in Shantung gives her

immediate control over these. The
next most important area is that of

Shansi, in area one-fourth larger and
in mineral deposits more rich than the

state of Pennsylvania—hitherto con-
sidered the richest of the mineral areas

of the world. An extension of the

Shantung railway into Shansi is

planned to tap that resource. Other
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deposits are located in Honan and
Kansu. These are served at present

only imperfectly by railways, but with

branch lines to the Belgian Lung Hai
lines they wll be put in direct connec-
tion with Tsing Tau as soon as the

Japanese Kaomi-Hsuchow line is built.

By the use of the South Manchurian
railway the considerable resources of

Manchuria are corailed. On the Yang
Tze also the iron mines near Nanking
have been acquired under contract to

sell the output to Japanese merchants.

The result then is that every new
iron enterprise reduces the supply of

iron in China by absorbing in the ex-

port to Japan all the former output by
native workings, while at the same
time it adds to Japan the great supply
of the basic material upon which mil-

itary and naval prowess rests.

Now imagine for a moment militar-

istic Japan supplied with all the iron
and steel she needs to conduct a mod-
ern war. Look at the skirmish forma-
tion of her islands off the Asia coast.
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Note how they extend through twenty-

eight degrees of latitude, from Hong-
kong to the Arctic circle. Take note

that no Pacific port in Asia, let alone

China, with the exception of Hong-
kong, can be approached except by
breaking through this advanced line of

defense. When Japan has the steel

with which to fortify these island out-

posts, to mine the passages, and to post

a navy on the inside of the arc which
these island chains describe, what
chance will there be that the ships of

any nation will make that approach
except for a price in hand paid!

With the Korean-Manchurian rail-

way system bringing foodstuffs to the

main population in Japan, and the

Fukien railways supplying the naval
bases at the south end of the island

chain, while the Yang Tze River and
the North China railway system con-
centrate ores and fuels at Tsing Tau,
what power on earth will be able to

interfere with Japan’s plans for all

China? What this means to England
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and American investments and busi-

ness opportunities in China is very
easily imagined. What it means to

the world when Japanese officers or-

ganize, munition, and imbue with their

own imperial ideas the vast man power
of China is not so easy to imagine.
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CHAPTER VI

Resistance by the Chinese Masses

In the past, foreign aggression and
misdeeds of officials have aroused

plenty of local protest, but the issues

have never affected the whole country,

and hence country-wide public opinion

had no reason to express itself. These
local protests have been easily

silenced, for they possessed only the

power of restricted areas. But when
China realized that her hopes of help

from the Peace Conference were vain,

and that Shantung, the Holy Land of

China and the birthplace of her sage,

Confucius, was being given over to a
foreign power, public opinion united

throughout the entire country. It was
not directed against the foreign pow-
ers involved but at the Chinese officials

who were felt to be responsble for the

country’s loss. The pressure of this

public opinion was such that the Gov-
ernment was forced to dismiss three
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officials whom the people looked upon
as traitors.

The movement started in Peking on
Sunday, May 4th, 1919, when some
three thousand students gathered for

a procession through the Legation
Quarter, so that they might present pe-

titions to the American and British

ministers. Denied this privilege by
the Chinese police, the students went
to the house of Tsao Ju Lin, the Min-
ister of Communications and ex-Min-
ister of Finance, to express disapproval
of his policy. Being refused an au-

dience, they broke into the courtyard,

damaged the house and severely han-
dled Chang Hsung Hsiang, the ex-

Chinese Minister to Japan. Tsao him-
self escaped and took refuge in the

Legation Quarter. As the crowd broke
up the police arrested thirty-three stu-

, dents representing eight of the impor-
tant universities and colleges of the

Wty.

May 7th, the anniversary of the

presentation of the Twenty-one De-
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mands, was approaching, and the

students immediately laid plans for a

huge demonstration on that day. They
knew that the Government had for-

bidden all public meetings and would
enforce their decree with the police

and army. Nevertheless, the students

were ready to meet armed force and,

if necessary, to die for their country.

The Government maintained an un-

compromising attitude until 8 o’clock

of the morning of the 7th, but then
released the students who had been
arrested on May 4th, and the tension

was relieved for the time being.

Realizing full well that this was but
the preliminary skirmish, the students

began to organize for city-wide and
nation-wide work. An executive com-
mittee was elected, composed of two
student delegates from each of the

middle and higher schools of the city.

A similar organization was effected for

the executive officers of these same in-

stitutions. These two bodies working
in close cooperation developed the
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to that of Peking were set in motion,
idea of attack. The most spectacular

part of the work consisted of street

lecturing. Students went out and,
standing on the street, quickly
gathered a crowd around them. To
these people they explained the Shan-
tung situation and the reasons why
they should use only Chinese-made
goods. Another band of students

was organized to learn how to make
some of the articles that were being
made in Japan. They learned, and
then taught the workers in the shops
of the city how to make the same
goods. Other students made them-
selves responsible for selling the new
“native goods” made by the shops.

Delegations were sent from Peking to

all the large student centers of the coun-

try. They took with them a detailed

story of the happenings of May 4th

and of the plans of the Peking Stu-

dents* Union. Organizations similar to

this one were developed in these im-

portant centers and campaigns similar
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to this one were developed in these

important centers, and campaigns sim-

ilar to that of Peking were set in motion.

Warned by Japanese representatives

to put an end to the boycott, the offi-

cials put heavier and heavier pressure

upon the students in the effort to break
up their campaign. But they entirely

misjudged the temper of the students.

On the 4th and 5 th of June, represent-

atives of all the schools and colleges

of the city defied the Government reg-

ulation forbidding street speaking and
went out in bands of ten ready to meet
any move the Government might
make. They were unmolested for half

a day, but then the officials moved
with vigor and despatch. They ar-

rested some three hundred of the stu-

dents and imprisoned them in the

buildings of the Law College of the

Government University. The next day
other students immediately took the

places of those who had been arrested,

and before night nine hundred were
locked up in the Students* Jail. The
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spirit of the students was such that

When the Theological Seminary called

the roll on the night of the 5 th and
found that not one of their students

had been arrested, they were heartily

ashamed of themselves and the next
day more than made up for their

previous lack of spirit.

The excitement spread rapdly to

other large cities. In Tientsin, Nan-
king, and Shanghai the students who
had been on strike since May 1 7th per-

suaded the merchants to join the strike

and close their shops. The strike was
so general in Shanghai that it was al-

most impossible to purchase even food-
stuffs, and foreign volunteers had to

be called upon to drive pigs to the

slaughter houses so that the supply of

the city might be kept up. A few days
of such trouble were too much for the

Government officials and they not only
had to release the students arrested in

Peking but also had to dismiss from
the Government three officials that

public opinion had decided were the
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chief traitors. The students “rubbed
in’* their victory by refusing to leave

their improvised prison until the chief

of police came and apologized for

arresting them.

As soon as the three officials had
been dismissed from the Government,
popular demonstrations subsided. But
the students proceeded to improve and
solidify their organization for the

spreading of information and the de-

veloping of public opinion. National

headquarters were opened in Shanghai
and every large student center or-

ganized its student union committee.
Quiet persuasion was brought to bear
upon the many shopkeepers to use
Chinese-made goods and to refrain

from further buying and selling of

goods made in Japan. New relations

were developed between the students

and the guilds; the students to bring
to the help of the guilds their technical

training and the guilds to organize for

further education of their members and
the maintenance of a strong national
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business policy. Anyone who has seen
guilds in action, or rather felt their

power, can realize what a tremendous
influence they exert over the entire

country. They are so strong and so

well organized that they seldom have
to resort to action, but carry their point
by the mere threat of action. The new
ideas of the students and the new
thought of the country was spread by
means of newsapers edited by students

and professors. Over three hundred
editions of papers similar to “La
Jeunesse” and “The New Education”
have appeared throughout the country.

All are encouraging the students to

meet the new situation in the modern
spirit and to stand fast for China’s
rights.

The students have carried out their

program so thoroughly during the sum-
mer that now it is impossible to go
into any but the smallest villages and
find people who do not know about
Shantung and China’s new problems.
Throughout the country the people
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have been educated on that one ques-

tion at least, and plans are now being
developed to broaden and enlarge the

number of questions that shall be car-

ried to the people. With a big rush
the people of China have been united
as they seldom have in the past, and
a national feeling is being rapidly de-

veloped—a feeling of individual re-

sponsibility and a recognition of the

necessity of a nation-wide organization.

The actual succcess of the boycott
is practically unknown, as those in

charge of the Chinese press have seen
fit to suppress practically all mention
of it. But w'e know that ricksha pull-

ers refuse Japanese small coins. Con-
fiscations and burnings of Japanese
goods from merchants are of almost
daily occurrence. One report states

that during one month the imports
from Japan, which usually total about
forty million dollars, were only one-
quarter of that amount. In one dis-

trict, the imports from Japan, amount-
ing usually to fifteen million dollars a
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year, have been almost completely dis-

continued. The weavers organized

into a guild with six hundred thousand
members and are now making a patri-

otic cloth from yarn spun in China.

Japanese ships on the Yang Tze River
are known to be practically idle. The
president of the Misshin Kisen Kaisha
reported to his stockholders:

“During the last business term of

the company, domestic markets in

China improved and her import and
export trade began to show activity

with the gradual resumption of normal
commercial activities following the

conclusion of peace. It so happened
that at this juncture anti-Japanese
movements broke out on the Yangtse
and showed renewed activity repeat-

edly. The agitations did not end be-

fore the termination of the company’s
business under consideration.

“The trade in Japanese goods fell

off in a marked degree, while Chinese
merchants entrusted the shipment of

their merchandise to other steamship
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companies. As a result, the company
suffered severely from the anti-Japa-

nese boycott.

“The company could only obtain

some shipments from Japanese, Euro-
pean and American merchants on the

lower reaches of the Yangtse. The
cargo shipped by the company during

the business term showed a decrease
of about 50,000 tons or about Y. 600,-

000 in freight rates compared with the

preceding term. In fact, no Chinese
used the company ships for the trans-

port of their merchandise. There was
a marked decrease in the number of

passengers on this run owing to the

anti-Japanese boycott.

“Owing to the anti-Japanese boy-
cotts there was not sufficient cargo for

the voyage from Osaka to Hankow.
“Optimism for the next business

term is not warranted, for the anti-

Japanese boycott still continues. As
a matter of fact, there is not a single

ton of cargo obtainable in the direc-

tion of Ichang.”
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The effects of the boycott were ad-

mitted when in December the Jap-
anese Government refused to remove
its warships from Foochow “until the

boycott matter is settled.”

As an example of the hold which
the students have over all elements,

the Shanghai incident should be re-

called. Certain hoodlum elements
joined themselves with the students

and precipitated a conflict with the

foreign authorities in the International

Settlement. Within forty-eight hours
word went out that there would be no
more demonstrations in Shanghai.
Shanghai immediately became quiet

and remained so all summer. Later
incidents, however, have led to new
activity—confined to the native city.

China has been characterized as a
country in which the people are excited

over some matter for five minutes and
then forget about it in the interest of

their own affairs. The leaders of the

new movement are constantly holding
up the fact that this is a movement
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which is going to last for more than

five minutes. Now, nine months after

the beginning of the boycott, it is

growing stronger every day. Public

opinion has caused a noticeable stif-

fening of the Government officials in

their dealings with Japan. This was
signalized first by the refusal of Chang
Tso-Lin, Tuchun of Manchuria, to

apologize to the Japanese authorities

for the behavior of his soldiers in the

Changchun killings. Its next evidence
was the demands which the Chinese
Government dared to make on Japan
for reparation on account of the Foo-
chow outrages.

Eight years of republican ideals

have produced a deep-seated, country-

wide patriotic movement; have
brought forward particularly among
the students and educated classes lead-

ers who are willing to give their time,

their money and their lives, if neces-

sary, for the country. The struggle is

now on in China to determine whether
or not China’s democracy is to have
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the opportunity to express itself or

whether the country shall be given
over into the hands of Japanese mil-

itarists. A few years more of dem-
ocratic experience and education will

give increased control of officials by
public opinion; but now the question

that has to be faced is “What is to

happen in these next few days?” For-

eign support is being given to unscru-

pulous officials. Tens of millions of

yen have been loaned to China during
the past four years under various se-

curity, yet not one worthy purpose or

substantial edifice is to show for it all—only disorder, disunion, and dis-

grace. Cannot foreign support also

be given to the democratic national

ideals of the people? Western coun-

tries must decide now as to whether
or not China shall be kept a free coun-

try until such time as democratic pub-

lic opinion can take over the Govern-
ment; whether or not China must burn
her Moscow in order to drive out this

later Napoleon. A country with four
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hundred millions of population moves
slowly, but the events of this last sum-
mer have shown that it can move and
can organize on a democratic basis for

democratic ideals. It is true that it

now takes a large nation-wide question

to bring out any expression of this

nation-wide public opinion, but educa-
tion and training will make the same
thing possible on other questions.
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CHAPTER VII

A Better Programme for Japan
[Adapted from an anonymous article in the Far Fast-

ern Review, p. 540, 1919.1

It is apparent that Japan’s intention

is to gain control of sufficient areas, re-

sources, and strategic positions in

China, so as to dominate the entire

Chinese people. This policy has found
not a few defenders, whose argument
runs as follows: Japan is a small coun-
try. A considerable portion of her

area is mountainous and unproductive.

Her people are numerous and increas-

ing rapidly. They must be fed. Hun-
ger know^s no restraints. Hungry peo-
ples always seize what is necessary,

and the Japanese are obeying a law of

life higher than international conven-
tions when they take whatever means
are necessary to feed themselves and
their children.

The most elementary application of

this law is to seize territory destined
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to accommodate the emigration of

Japanese people who find the competi-

tion too severe at home. Since 1895
the Japanese have had access to For-

mosa and Korea, regions subject to

her sole control ever since the war
with China. Since 1905 Japan has

had full access to the Liaotung penin-

sula and almost equal access to Man-
churia. Yet after all these years there

is only a sprinkling of Japanese traders,

soldiers, and government representa-

tives in any of these regions. The
yearly increase of population in Japan
is some 600,000. The conclusion of

twenty years of emigration to Korea
and Formosa and fourteen years of

emigration to Manchuria finds dom-
iciled in all these regions combined
less than 600,000 Japanese, even if

the armed forces of occupation be in-

cluded. The policy of land seizure to

furnish room for overflowing popula-
tion has failed. The Japanese do not
emigrate. They are not pioneers. They
will infiltrate into regions with a higher
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form of civilization, and show a sin-

gular capacity for leeching to them-
selves the economic advantages of such
regions, as citizens of California will

testify. But they have no stomach for

the rigors of frontier life. All Asia
might be empty in front of them and
remain so for centuries before they
would duplicate the feat of the Pilgrim

fathers. The Japanese excuse their

failure to occupy the sparsely settled

regions of Korea because of its inhos-

pitable climate and soil. Yet these

regions are inviting indeed compared
with Massachusetts as John Winthrop
and his band found it. The excuse in

Formosa is the presence of the wild
tribes in the interior. Similar tribes in

America did not daunt William Penn
nor John Smith. The fact is, emigra-
tion is a mistaken policy for Japan.

TTiis is known to no one better than
to the Japanese, who for some years
have turned their attention to obtain-

ing economic privileges instead. They
realize that in order to support their
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increasing population in the increasing

comfort which it demands in the face

of the increasing cost of foodstuffs

throughout the world, a high degree of

development of industrialism is neces-

sary. By setting their population at

manufacture, their labor may be ex-

ported in the form of manufactured
products, and traded for food. But
one large obstacle lies in the path of

this program. That obstacle is the lack

of iron, which is at the foundation of

all large scale production at present.

Other metals are also absent, and many
other raw materials. In order to keep
their people busy, supplies of these

materials must be forthcoming in quan-
tity. At present most of these mate-
rials must be purchased abroad. Ship-
ping costs put a big handicap upon
such purchases in Europe and America.
These supplies might be had in China.

There are two ways of securing these
supplies from China; a good way and
a bad way, a way that will develop
China and a way that will prevent de-
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velopment indefinitely; a way that will

make Japan a great nation, wealthy at

home and respected abroad, and a way
that leads surely to destruction; a way
that makes the largest of the continents

a great area tending to bring peace to

the world, and a way that makes of

China a great Balkans.

The procedure which Japan is fol-

lowing is the old method of penetra-

tion, peaceful so long as the Chinese
are docile. It consists of granting any
sort of terms in order to get some
shadow of interest in any desired lo-

cality. The slightest trouble results in

the establishment of “police boxes.”
Police disturbances soon require the

landing of marines, and the inevitable

conclusion is a Japanese garrison or

army of occupation. For the larger

moves reference to the navy of half a
million tons and the army of a million

men “absolutely idle” is sufficient as

a rule, but on occasions like the

Twenty-one Demands an “ultimatum”
will have the “desired effect.” By
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such a program exclusive mining priv-

ileges can be obtained, the financiers

of less aggressive nations can be pre-

vented from building railways or en-

gaging in other large enterprises in ter-

ritory which Japan marks for her own,
the export of rice can be obtained from
China when Japan’s export of her own
has created a deficit in Japan, and Jap-
anese shipping lines can get all the

best dockage and wharfage rates and
facilities. All this is a tremendously
valuable prize. It is worth having. It

is worth taking chances to get. But
there is a debit as well as a credit side

to this account.

If Japan by word or sign indicates

that she actually regards North China
as her own, by the same token it can
be expected that Yunnan and the

southern half of Kwangsi will go to

France. Between there and the Yang-
tze, stretching westward through Sze-
chuan and Tibet to India, is an empire
upon which Britain has similar claims.

Might is not yet right, but it is quite as
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successful as carving out new territory.

Both France and England know what
to expect when the Japanese sign is

allowed to appear over the Chinese
door. They will certainly lose no time,

as an act of self-defense, in putting up
their own signs over the Chinese doors
in which they themselves sit. What-
ever gains any nation makes by way of

monopoly privileges in one section of

China, it will lose in the way of exclu-

sion from other sections of China.

Japan especially will be likely to en-

counter opposition in other parts of the

!world, into whose markets she might
otherwise enter with welcome. “No
man liveth to himself” is even more
true of nations than of men. Finan-
cially the world is very small. Which
does Japan choose from the maritime
nations of the world—friendship or

enmity?

But the great drawback to the plan
of forcible control of China comes not
from foreign sources but from the Chi-
nese people. Whatever may be the
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success of various methods employed
to secure favor with types of Chinese

officials, the fact remains that in their

whole course of foreign contact the

Chinese people have never ceased to

guard jealously their country and its

resources from the actual control of

foreign powers. The Chinese govern-
ment has always had to reckon with

this feeling on the part of the people.

How many times has the supposedly
successful concessionaire found him-

self in possession of an empty priv-

ilege from this cause! Although never

quite fully successful, China, by in-

trigue alone, has been able to retain

her empire and has prevented the

building of more than six thousand
miles of railroad during a period of

twenty years, although the money mar-
kets of the world, the diplomats of

every country on the globe, and the

commercial and military needs of

China herself were pressing for more
construction all the time. Mining con-

cessions have been effectively resisted,
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although it was fully appreciated that

mineral development must precede in-

dustrial progress. Do not assume that

the Chinese are indifferent to the pro-

motion of these modern instruments.

That assumption is entirely a mistake.

They want railways, they want mines,

but they do not want them at the ex-

pense of alienating whole provinces as

“spheres of influence” and of intro-

ducing a foreign “imperium in impe-
rio” throughout the country, as must
be the case under the present extreme
rules of extraterritoriality if interpreted

by unscrupulous powers. The Chinese
are a patient race—when they have
to be. They can outwait any other

people. A nation with a history of

five thousand years is not alarmed over
^the loss of a century. They want im-
provements, but they will wait until

they can get them safely.

The Chinese are a suspicious people.

It cannot be concealed from them when
it becomes a fact that Japan is the

actual ruler of the country—or when
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the economy of the country drains the

resources of China in Japan more than

it enriches China. They are a passive

people, but they have ancient methods
of organization which reach widely and
are powerful, in registering approval
or disapproval. There are those who
smile at the Chinese strike. But the

Japanese do not smile. They instruct

their minister to put pressure upon the

Government at Peking. Their press

fulminates against the weakness of

their own Government for not forcing

the Chinese to desist. However, among
the Japanese there are many organiza-

tions who know that the good v/ill of

another people cannot be gained by
bludgeoning them, and these are ask-

ing their Government to change its

policy toward China. This boycott as

an organized measure of resistance

may gradually disappear or be forgot-

ten. China may be in such dire need
of certain forms of goods made only

in Japan that she may be compelled
even to increase her trade with Japan
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rather than to cease it. But there are

thousands among the intellectual

classes of China, the leaders of what
public opinion there is, who, ever since

1915, have never bought a Japanese
article if another make was available.

This sort of boycott is not advertised,

it makes no noise, it even permits of

a certain growth in Japanese trade,

but it is a form of opposition which
cannot be combatted and it puts a per-

manent handicap upon Japanese man-
ufacture. Does Japan care to repeat

her Korean experience with a people
as numerous as the Chinese?—or in

these days when the attention of the

rest of the world is becoming disen-

tangled in the West and is turning

toward the East? Yet something of

the sort will be necessary if Chinese
mines, markets, and communications
are to be exploited by force, or with
the possibility that the sovereignty

over the territory involved may be lost.

Now turn to the alternative method
of procedure.
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China’s biggest natural resources is

her 400,000,000 people. The devel-

opment of the purchasing power of this

huge group of intelligent, industrious,

peaceful people offers the largest re-

turn of any investment in the world.
But if a people is to buy largely it must
produce largely, so as to have the

wherewithal to buy. America, ten

times as far away and with only one-

fourth as many people, buys twice as

much from Japan as China. Why?
Because American people have such a
large per capita production. When
China has the per capita production
power that America has she will buy
as America buys. Japan at her door-
step will inevitably capture the lion’s

share of this hugely increased trade.

What prospect promises more for the

financial power of Japan and the com-
fort of her people? Would England
be the commercial center of the world
if Europe were a wilderness? Japan
will become to Asia what England is

to Europe when the Chinese produce
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and buy to the same extent as the

French, German, and Scandinavian
peoples. Why should State strategy

ignore this great potential resource

which inheres in the Chinese millions?

But no people was ever highly de-

veloped against its will. “You can lead

a horse to water but you can not make
him drink,” says the adage. “Yez may
sin da hye t* college but yez can’t make
him think,” adds Mr. Dooley. No
country has become wealthy upon serf-

dom. Slavery profits neither master
nor slave, because under the conditions

of slavery production exceeds but very
little the life necessities of the slave.

There may be a few wealthy slave

owners in such a land. There may be
great land holders, but the country as

a whole remains poor. No country
becomes wealthy unless a large per-

centage of the population possesses

comparatively large quantities of de-
sirable goods. A few families, no mat-
ter how wealthy, can never consume
nor purchase any quantity of goods
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compared with millions of common
people that have a slight margin of

comfort.

It has been possible at times to plan

a program of production for a people
and so organize them upon the task

that great national wealth has been
produced. Such was the course of

Germany. To a degree such is the

course of Japan. But the people or-

ganized were their own people, not
alien nationalities. And then the pol-

icy has been successful only to the de-

gree in which it made the people feel

that their welfare was to be increased

by the program. The loyalty of the

German working class to the program
was purchased by Bismarck by means
of the most advanced social measures
in any country of the world. In Japan
improved wages have been sufficient

for a time, but no longer so, as witness

the great demonstrations for the ex-

tension of the suffrage and the rights

of assembly and petition. No people
will exert itself to produce largely un-
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less the fruits of such efforts are se-

cured for themselves. Wherever ex-

tortionate taxation, insecurity from
robbers or covetous officials, discrim-

inatory customs or transit dues, or

laws that make the processes of pro-

duction tedious, uncertain, or vexa-
tious, prevent a people from keeping
to themselves the large part of their

product, they do not try to improve
their lot. A bare subsistence suffices.

Governed by wise and kindly rulers

and given a desirable wage, many peo-

ples will work with sufficient energy to

produce a comfortable condition of

life. But no country makes the max-
imum progress until a large proportion

of its population individually puts its

attention upon improved methods,
elimination of waste, harnessing of nat-

ural forces, big outputs in production,

and the increase of output per person.

Improvement alone begets the desire

for improvement. The fabulous wealth
of America has been produced in 150
years of unprecedented freedom and
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low taxes. Russia with the same nat-

ural resources, the same vigor of mind
and body, has little more to show at

the end of this period than she had in

the beginning. The Philippines after

400 years of Spanish rule were in a
condition little better than savagery so

far as material advantages were con-

cerned, After a bare twenty years of

liberal American protection and guid-

ance they have an important and ex-

port trade amounting to $233,793,964,
U. S. currency, per annum, are almost
ready to take over their own destiny,

and their credit is sufficient for the

American Government to entrust to

them the full control of the huge in-

vestments which have been made in

public and private enterprises. Only
a people who have the assurance of

fulfilling their own destiny and of en-

joying the full fruits of their ingenuity

and energy will push on into these ad-

vanced phases of industry. Such as-

surances are impossible if the govern-
ing powers are feared and hated.
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Have the Chinese people the inher-

ent capacity of development to the

same degree as the American or the

Filipino? A categorical reply is not
persuasive. Is physical endurance the

test? The Chinese porter counts as

a regular day’s work a picul carried

100 li (133 pounds carried 30 miles).

Is it artizanry? Chinese carrying and
tapestry designs attest the cunning of

the Chinese hand and eye. Commer-
cial acumen? Chinese merchants out-

trade the Jews. Industriousness? Be-
hold the infiite labors of the Chinese
farmer. A people who built the Great
Wall and the Grand Canal surely pos-

sess some genius for organization.

When they have struck the stride of

modern science and business organiza-

tion we shall see similar large under-
takings in modern institutions devised
and executed purely by Chinese.

While they are learning the peculiar-

ities of this modern scientific business

“goose-step,” the Chinese would be
willing to hire from abroad all the
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technical and organizing skill necessary

to get things started, if freed from the

fear of bondage which attaches to all

foreign engagements. They do hire

some as it is. But so long as the hir-

ing of a Frenchman leads to the de-

mand that a Briton be also employed,
and the retention of an American is

countered by the forced engagement
of a Japanese, all such invitations to

foreign talent are bound to be issued

with care, and the contract of hire will

limit the ppwers delegated to the most
loyal and useful foreign employees in

such a way that the terms may not
form a cover for any chauvinistic ad-
viser who might seek to deliver his

department to his home government.

Today, if freed from the fear of for-

eign bondage, China stands ready to

borrow a billion dollars for railroad

construction. Anyone who has noted
the low operating ratio upon Chinese
railways knows that this would be one
of the surest investments in the world
if supervised with ordinary technical
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ability. The trade activities engen-
dered by the liberation of this sum of

money among the laboring population
of China would be tremendous. But
look at the map! Asia, the largest of

the continents, containing half the

population of the world, is spanned by
a single trunk line. One peninsula at

the south is fairly well gridironed.

Paralleling the principal eastern gulf

there are a few lines. For the remain-
der of the continent, it has never heard
the sound of a locomotive whistle. An
area equal to the whole United States,

to twice western Europe, has not one
foot of rail. These areas are capable
of producing food. A properly de-

signed railroad system would put that

vast potential food supply upon the

market at a price far lower than those

current today. Wheat in Szechuan
sells for 26 coppers a bushel. It is

claimed by the Siems-Cary Railway
and Canal Company that a railway

with one per cent grade can haul that

bushel of wheat to Shanghai for 12
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cents. Allow 24 cents. Fifty cent

wheat at Shanghai will turn the flour

market of the world facing in the direc-

tion of China. The same feat can be
done with Manchurian and Mongolian
wheat, beef, wool, beans and other

products at Port Arthur and Tientsin.

Once the transportation system reaches

those interior areas and the coloniza-

tion movement begins, there will suc-

ceed an epoch of homebuilding and
fortune building like that in the Amer-
ican northwest during the past genera-

tion—an epoch connected with the

names of J. J. Hill and Lord Strath-

cona as an indissoluble part of the his-

tory of the United States and Canada.
“Westward the course of empire takes

its way” will be as true in China as it

was in America. Ours the choice as to

whether it shall be soon or late.

Not until these agricultural areas are

in production shall we sound the full

depths of Chinese demand for manu-
factures. So long as the Chinese pop-
ulation is huddled into the few prov-
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inches along the coast, all eating from
the relatively few acres to be found
around their ancestral villages, not
only will food be scarce and dear but
there will be a great surplus labor force

which, to contribute something to the

family income, will follow the small

household handicrafts. Such a popu-
lation depending in the first instance

upon the soil, learns first to limit its

needs to its productive powers, and
soon limits its wants to its needs. Thus
it has become economically self-suffi-

cient—a customer to nobody. But
when a specialized area is opened up
whose ambition is focused upon high
production per man instead of per
acre, then there will be a population
able to buy manufactures. And when
manufactures are bought, who will be
the sellers?—nations far away or a
nation close at hand?—trusted peoples
or peoples hated and feared?

Perhaps the greatest impediment to

development in China is the absence
of modern laws and settled legal pro-
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cedure safeguarding property rights.

There is no certain redress of griev-

ances, no swift punishment for the cor-

porate officer who betrays the stock-

holders of his company, no protection

from the unscrupulous magistrate who
uses the power of government to wring
personal favor from profitable enter-

prises. Business, therefore, is confined

to traditional paths where centuries of

customs act as a degree of defense. It

is severely personal in character with
responsibility limited to that between
master and servant, principal and
agent, guarantor and guaranteed along
the old household lines. The concep-
tion of representative government has
even less acceptance in business than in

politics. Its ethics are unformed. Its

laws are undefined. And without the

corporation as a form of business or-

ganization, both industry and com-
merce remain primitive. China knows
this. But what can she do? She can-

not pass from Mansfield to Brandeis
in a day. A line of precedents are not
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made over night. Traditions do not

come ready-made. But the same extra-

territoriality which is so dangerous in

other cases offers a solution in this.

Association with the foreign investor

can be used as a means of borrowing
foreign law and the foreign courts.

When the use of foreign law is merely
for the protection of property holders
against dishonesty and oppression,

Sino-foreign organizations will be wel-

comed with open arms. But if it is to

be the means of “peaceful penetra-

tion’* or of furnishing an excuse for

the posting of garrisons for the pro-

tection of nationals, then we may ex-

pect the Chinese to oppose it by all

the means which they can muster and
to brand all Chinese who lend them-
selves to such associations as “traitors.”

The association of the principal for-

eign nations interested in China invest-

ments, as exemplified in the newly or-

ganized Consortium, offers an oppor-
tunity of bringing to China this form
of help. It offers the most effective
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method of guaranteeing once for all

that Chinese sovereignty over all

China is to be inviolate. If its terms

be wisely drawn it will safeguard for

the Chinese people the fullest enjoy-

ment of the gains from increased pro-

duction. It will demand for the for-

eign money lender only a reasonable

rate of interest, depending upon the

general increase of trade which will

ensue as the principal source of profit.

It will make provision for the con-

venient investment of bona fide Chi-

nese funds in the enterprises under-
taken by the Consortium in China.

Protected by certainty as to rights and
immunities which his investment en-

joys as defined by well settled law,

even though it be foreign, secure in the

knowledge that his undertaking will

have efficient and experienced tech-

nical management, inspired by the
knowledge that his enterprise will in-

crease not only his own wealth but the
material prosperity of the country and
promote its political unity, the individ-
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ual Chinese will throw the whole ar-

dor of his money loving nature into

producing the same development
throughout interior China which now
we see only in treaty ports. Idealism?

Not at all! DOLLARS! YEN!

Whatever the foreigner may think,

the Chinese have an unshakable faith

that finally, soon or late, they will

emerge a powerful, efficient, united

people, able to defy the world if need
be, able to command respect in any
case. Stones may fly up, the heavens
may full, but this faith of the Chinese
in their ultimate invincibility will not
change. This factor will be decisive

when the Consortium terms are to be
accepted or rejected. You hungry
Japanese workmen! You manufactur-
ers with plants of war-time size run-

ning on peace time orders! You mer-
chants with foreign trade ambition!
Which will pay you—to have China
muddle another hundred years, or to

have her progress now?
Upon Japan rests the principal re-
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sponsibility for framing the initial pol-

icies of the Consortium along lines

which will prove successful. Will she

choose to repeat her Korean policy in

China or will she play for the larger

stakes? America has declared her pol-

icy, with which Britain is known to be
in accord. Why should there be doubt
of Japan? Why does she play a dou-
gle game?—^with the Consortium
through her bankers in Paris, against

the Consortium through her militarists

in Peking? Because for the time being
her enterprising merchants and finan-

ciers find their counsels over-ridden by
a group who look upon China as an
opportunity for promotion, glory, and
slaves at their chariot wheels, an ele-

ment ignorant of the possibilities for

Japan in trade development, but who
can point to specific mines and rail-

way routes which can be seized. This
element works in two ways to defeat
the Consortium—first to prevent its

effective organization, and failing to

do that, so to frame its terms to China
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that the Chinese will have none of it.

Let us hope that the wiser elements
will succeed in leading Japan to choose
the better program.
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